ADIOMA ICONS LICENSE TERMS
Free License (attribution required)
________________________________
This license allows you to use for free any icons on adioma.com for any of your
projects, both personal and commercial, as long as you attribute the icons to
adioma.com
How to attribute icons?
1. Write the attribution is an easily visible font size
2. Write the words “Icon by Adioma” or “Icons by Adioma” if multiple icons were used
3. Link the word “Adioma” to https://adioma.com
Where to display the attribution?
For websites
Put “Icons by Adioma” with the link to https://adioma.com below the place where the
icon appears. If you used several icons in one page, you only have to link once. If you
need advice on where to best place the link, write to us at support@adioma.com
For Infographics
Add the above attribution below the image on the webpage where the image is first
posted.
For Print
Add the attribution in the footer of an image in an easily visible font size.
For Presentations
Place the attribution on the last slide of the presentation in the credits section displaying
"Icons by Adioma" [linking the word "Adioma" to https://adioma.com]
For Apps
Place the attribution on the description page of the app.

For Social Networks
Add "Icons by Adioma" [linking the word "Adioma" to https://adioma.com] to the end of
your post or tag Adioma on Twitter (@adiomaapp), Facebook (adiomaapp) or
Instagram (adiomaapp)
If in doubt on how to credit properly, err on the side of giving more credit. It will surely
come back to you in the form of more free icons.
Don't want to attribute? You can upgrade to get a royalty-free license that comes with
our subscriptions. Here is what the paid license gives you:
Paid License (no attribution required)
________________________________
If you are an Adioma subscriber, you have a license to use all the icons without
attribution.
Where you can use Adioma icons:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Websites
Software, mobile apps, desktop apps
Digital media such as infographic, blog posts, videos, and interactive graphics
Printed media such as magazines, newspapers, books, cards
Presentations
Posters and signage
Company promotional items such as t-shirts, pens, totes and other items

YOU CAN
1. Use the icons under a non-exclusive, non-transferable right material an unlimited
number of times in any media for the commercial or personal purpose
2. Alter and create derivative works
YOU CANNOT
1. Re-distribute the icons or a derivative version of them

2. Re-sell, re-bundle, or re-license the icons or a derivative version of them
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